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Abstract. In this paper we present our recent work focused on the analysis of the abilities of Wang
Tiles method and Automatic tile design method to synthesize the micro-structure of cellular materials,
especially particular type of metal foam.

Wang Tiles method stores and compress the micro-structure in a set of Wang Tiles and by the
means of stochastic tiling algorithms the planar domain is reconstructed. The used tiles are created
by the Automatic tile design method from respective number of small specimens extracted from the
original micro-structure image. As an additional step the central areas of automatically designed tiles
are patched to suppress the influence of repeating tile edges (and relevant tile quarters) on inducing
artifacts. In the presented analysis the performance of raw and patched tiles of different sizes in
conjunction of various tile sets is investigated.
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1. Introduction
Detailed understanding and insight in the character-
istic behaviour of real world processes are integral
part to withstand the continuously increasing pres-
sure to the ultimate materials performance. Usually
the key information are hidden in details and there-
fore the research attention is typically focused on the
micro-structural level of materials. As the majority
of materials is random and heterogeneous the appro-
priate modelling techniques are required.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. Periodic Unit Cell concept, a) heteroge-
neous micro-structure with regular lattice, b) unit cell,
c) reconstructed micro-structure.

For simply heterogeneous materials with regular
lattice (Fig. 1a) the common concept in multi-scale
modelling called Periodic Unit Cell (PUC) can be used.
This method compress the regular micro-structure
into the single cell (Fig. 1b) corresponding to the
representative volume element (RVE). By duplicating
the PUC in cardinal directions, the original micro-
structure is reconstructed (Fig. 1c).

On the other hand, the Statistically Equivalent Pe-
riodic Unit Cell (SEPUC) method can be used for het-
erogeneous materials with random micro-structures.
In this case the unit cell holds the same properties
described by statistical descriptors as the original
micro-structure [1].
Despite the utility of these methods (PUC or

SEPUC) in cases like numerical homogenization [2]
both apply the concept of single cell which leads to pe-
riodic patterns in reconstructed domains. To preserve
stochastic layout, other method is needed utilizing set
of RVEs, such as Wang tiles method. Contrary to
unit cell frameworks, the Wang tiles are capable to
reproduce non-periodic micro-structural patterns.

2. Wang Tiles Method
The Wang tiles method was first presented by logician
and mathematician Hao Wang in 1961 [3, 4]. The
method has a conformable concept as the classic game
domino (Fig. 2a) or the jigsaw puzzle (Fig. 2b). It
is modelled visually by square tiles with particular
information (usually colour, but for purposes of this
paper, colours are visualized as patterns) stored on
each of the four edges (Fig. 2c). A group of these
tiles is called set and copies of the tiles from set are
placed side by side in cardinal directions, such as the
edge information of two adjacent tiles are coincident.
Rotating or mirroring the tiles is forbidden.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 2. Wang tiles concept, a) domino game, b) jig-
saw puzzle, c) Wang tiles.

One of the significant research topics based on the
Wang tiles is aimed on discovery of a set with the
smallest number of tiles, such that domain tiled with
these tiles is aperiodic. During the years the number
of tiles in smallest set was reduced from first set of
20 426 tiles discovered by R. Berger [5] to the latest
findings by E. Jeandel [6] to 11 tiles.
In our work we utilize tiles sets that are not ape-

riodic by itself but enable creation of domain with
stochastic layout of tiles. Such kind of sets are pre-
sented by M. F. Cohen and his colleagues in [7] for
generating stochastic graphic patterns.

2.1. Tiling algorithms
The planar domain covered with copies of tiles from
set is called tiling and when there are no missing
pieces (i.e. holes) and all the touching edges of tiles
are corresponding to each other, the tiling is valid.
The process of laying down tile after tile to create

the tiling is in row–column order. In other words
the desired number of tiles is placed side by side
horizontally from left to right followed by next row of
tiles below the previous one. This inevitably leads to
situation that tile will be placed in corner where its
top edge (N as North) will have to correspond to the
bottom edge (S as South) of tile above and its left edge
(W as West) will have to correspond to the right edge
(E as East) of the tile on the left. This is so-called
NW (North–Western) corner position (see Fig. 3).

?
N

W

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Planar domain tiling, a) edge labels,
b) North–Western corner position with two candidate
tiles.

To ensure the final tiling is not only valid but also
stochastic the tiling algorithm presented in [7] and
called by us CSHD (Cohen-Shade-Hiller-Deussen) has
to be used. This algorithm defines simple rule, that
for each NW position have to be at least two valid

candidate tiles (Fig. 3b) from which single tile is ran-
domly selected and placed in the corner position. This
give quite strict requirements on the used tile sets - see
Section 2.2.

The random selection from two candidates can some-
times lead to occurrence of groups of same tiles in
tiling. The above described CSHD algorithm can
be improved to prevent this grouping, by allowing
to repeat the random selection, if the current selec-
tion would lead to identical neighbouring tiles. The
repetition is limited to k many attempts, so group-
ing can still occur in the tiling. To distinguish the
two algorithms in later text, we denote the one with
improvement as modified CSHD [8].

2.2. Tile sets
As described in Section 2 groups of tiles are called sets.
To differentiate between various sets the following
labelling Wnt/nc

i−nc
i is used. Where W means Wang,

nt indicates number of tiles in set and nc
i denotes

number of unique colours on horizontal edges (i = 1)
and on vertical edges (i = 2) [9].
Tile set with nc

i = 1 corresponds to W1/1-1 and
the PUC (Section 1) which is the primary concept we
are trying to substitute.
The sequent choice is set for nc

i = 2. All admis-
sible unique combinations of tiles with two different
horizontal and two different vertical edges are showed
on Fig. 4a. Set of tiles that contain all combinations
is called complete set and in this case it is labelled
W16/2-2.
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Figure 4. Wang tile set with nc
i = 2, a) all possible

combinations, i.e. complete set W16/2-2, b) mini-
mal set W8/2-2 with particularly selected tiles for
nNW = 2.

The number of tiles in complete set is equal to
ncs = (nc

i · nc
i )2 for(i) ∈ {1, 2}. (1)

To comply with the requirements of CSHD algorithm
(Section 2.1) the minimal number of tiles in set is
equal to

nt = nNW ·
√

ncs, (2)
where nNW is the number of required candidate tiles
in the NW position (2 ≤ nNW ≤

√
ncs).
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2.3. Design of Tiles
The tiles used in practical examples stick to the un-
derlying schema of edge codes and sets depicted in
previous section but the tiles must contain the real
micro-structure.

One of the methods to design tiles is the the multi-
criteria optimization of tile morphology according to
statistical descriptors [9]. Nevertheless this approach
has extreme requirements on time and computational
performance.
Method that is used for purposes of this work is

called Automatic Tile Design and its application can
be found in [7]. The process is extensively described
in [8] and therefore only brief explanation follows.
The process starts by extracting randomly

√
ncs

many square samples with the edge size l from the orig-
inal micro-structure (Fig. 5a). For the each tile from
set the respective samples are arranged into rhombus
such that they are overlapping by ω (Fig. 5b). Then
the samples are stitched together by means of Image
Quilting Algorithm (IQA) [10] which searches for path
in the overlap ω with minimal square difference be-
tween pixel values. Finally the square tile of size h is
cut-out (Fig. 5c).
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Figure 5. Automatic Tile Design, a)
√

ncs many
square samples with the edge size l, b) arranged sam-
ples overlapping by ω, c) final cut-out tile created by
IQA.

As an enrichment for the Automatic tile design
process, the central area of created tiles can be patched
to suppress the influence of repeating tile edges (and
relevant tile quarters) on inducing artifacts [8]. For
each tile a unique patch is extracted from original
micro-structure. This patch is placed over the centre
of tile and by means of the same IQA glued in. For
the purpose of following text the tiles created by the
standard way are called raw and tiles with patch
enrichment are denoted as patched.

3. Metal Foam
The investigated cellular material is particular type
of metal foam manufactured in Laboratorio Macchine
Utensili e Sistemi di Produzione (MUSP), at Politec-
nico di Milano, Italy and examined in the laboratories
of the Institute of Technology in Costa Rica (ITCR).
The manufacturing process is described in detail in [11]
therefore only a brief description follows.

1 3 4 5 6 7 8

2

Figure 6. Photo image of the produced aluminum
foam [11] cut into 8 samples designated for scan-
ning (Fig. 7) and other experiments.

3.1. Manufacturing process
The foam specimens were produced from the precursor
composed of AlSi10 alloy mixed with a 0.80wt% of
titanium hydride (TiH2) which was cut into cuboids
of dimensions 2.0 × 4.0 × 16.5 cm. These were put
in the steel mould with approximate internal dimen-
sions 4.0× 16.5× 16.5 cm such as the largest faces are
perpendicular to the direction of gravity.
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Figure 7. Binary scans of existent samples (Fig. 6) of
aluminum foam [11]. The order of images corresponds
to the order of subsequent cuts of larger piece.

The mould was then situated in the laboratory con-
vection oven and heated to start the expansion process.
During that the temperature and heating rate was
controlled until the value of 680° C was reached. The
process ended when the titanium hydroxide (TiH2) re-
leased the H2 gas into the molten alloy of AlSi10 + Ti
and by regulated solidification process the aluminum
foam was created. The outcome of the procedure
is irregularly porous cellular metal, with a variable
density throughout its volume.

4. Image synthesis
The reconstruction of material micro-structure starts
with the original micro-structure scan. As eight differ-
ent scans (image size 7000× 14 000 px) were available
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a simple comparison of them was performed. Each
scan was subjected to image analysis when all the
pores and their area were measured. From the ob-
tained data we created a histogram showing the counts
of pores according to their area in all eight samples
(Fig. 8). From this perspective all the samples can
be considered as equally suitable for further use as
the distributions are almost identical. Therefore for
further use only the sample 1 (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7) was
chosen.

Figure 8. Histogram showing the counts of different
size pores in the original samples (Fig. 7).

4.1. Data
As outlined in previous reading, for creating the syn-
thesized micro-structure many different configurations
can be used. To cover most of the options the micro-
structures with further described settings were created
(Table 1). Raw and patched tiles (Section. 2.3) with
two different sizes h and five different overlaps ω were
created for each one of three used set types (Sec-
tion. 2.2). The overlap sizes were set to h

10 , 2h
10 , 4h

10 , 8h
10

and h. Therefore for each set type was obtained 10
sets of raw tiles and 10 sets of patched tiles, in total
60 different tile sets.

Set Tile size
h [px]

Overlap
ω [px]

W8/2-2 1000 100 200 400 800 1000
2000 200 400 800 1600 2000

W16/2-2 1000 100 200 400 800 1000
2000 200 400 800 1600 2000

W18/3-3 1000 100 200 400 800 1000
2000 200 400 800 1600 2000

Table 1. Preview of used combinations of settings.

Every single one of created tile set was used to syn-
thesize 5 domains using the standard CSHD algorithm
and 5 domains with use of the modified CSHD algo-
rithm (number of repetitions k = 5) (Section. 2.1). As
a result, we obtained 600 synthesized micro-structures
(image size 7000× 14 000 px) in groups of five, where
each group has different settings.

4.2. Results
Because of the large amount of obtained outputs the
micro-structures were analyzed at first only visually

to eliminate clearly faulty results and by exclusion
method get to the best results.

7 4 8 7 3 2 5 4 6 6 7 4 8 5
2 6 7 2 8 8 8 6 6 6 5 1 3 3
3 1 2 8 8 8 8 5 1 2 7 2 8 8
3 2 8 8 7 3 4 7 1 4 5 3 4 7
7 4 8 7 1 3 1 1 1 2 7 4 5 2
2 6 7 1 2 8 5 2 5 4 6 5 4 8
8 6 5 1 3 4 8 8 7 2 5 3 1 4

Table 2. Tiling map generated by the original CSHD
algorithm with highlighted groups of same tiles.

As first we compared the original CSHD and mod-
ified CSHD algorithms. The Table 2 shows the un-
derlying tiling map with highlighted unwanted groups
of same tiles. Tiling map generated by means of the
modified CSHD algorithm is presented for comparison
in the Table 3. The further described phenomena
can be observed in almost all reconstructed domains,
hence all further presented results are those that used
the modified CSHD algorithm.

1 2 8 7 4 8 6 5 4 8 7 3 4 8
6 8 7 1 2 7 2 7 2 7 2 7 1 3
1 3 1 2 7 2 8 5 4 5 3 1 2 8
2 8 5 3 2 7 3 4 6 7 4 6 8 7
8 7 3 4 7 1 4 5 2 6 5 1 3 1
7 2 7 2 6 5 1 3 4 5 3 2 7 2
5 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 5 3 4 7 1 3

Table 3. Tiling map generated by the modified CSHD
algorithm.

Another finding that can be stated from the visual
observation is that the tile size of 1000px seems not
sufficient for raw tiles. The tiles contain opened and
very damaged pores (Fig. 9) from the quilting process
and the synthesized micro-structure is very unlike the
original (Fig. 10).

Figure 9. Wang tile set W8/2-2, tile size h = 1000 px,
overlap ω = 100 px, raw tiles.

The increasing value of overlap ω improves the
results as the quilting algorithm is able to find superior
paths. However, if compared with tiles of size 2000 px
the better visual appearance of bigger tiles is clear. In
subsequent results the tiles of size 2000px and with
higher values of overlaps are used.
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Figure 10. Synthesized domain utilizing the modified
CSHD algorithm and tiles from Fig. 9) with underlying
tiling map from Table 3.

Next, we compared the raw and patched tiles. As
previously stated in [8] the repeating tile edges and
especially the relevant tile quarters induces repeating
artifacts in the reconstructed domain. The repeated
tile quarters can be seen in Fig. 11a. This can be par-
tially avoided by usage of the patched tiles (Fig. 11b).

a)

b)

Figure 11. Wang tile set W8/2-2, tile size h =
2000px, overlap ω = 200px, a) raw tiles, b) patched
tiles.

Because each tile contains unique patch the only
repeated artifacts in the domain are exactly these
patches. Frequency of these artifacts can be even
more decreased by means of larger sets. Therefore,
the patched tiles should be the preferred choice.

Figure 12. Histogram showing the counts of different
size of pores in the original scan and in the synthesized
samples for three different sets W8/2-2, W16/2-2 and
W18/3-3.

Although the visual observation can be quite sub-

jective, we managed to withdraw the presumably best
setting (from the analyzed range of options) to obtain
the best results. In the following we compare the orig-
inal scan 1 with synthesized domains using the tile
size 2000px, overlap 2000px, patched tiles, modified
CSHD algorithm and three different tile sets W8/2-2,
W16/2-2 and W18/3-3 (Fig. 12). As shown in the
figure the distribution of pores in synthesized domains
and the original scan are almost equal. Three selected
examples of synthesized domains for different tile sets
are presented in Fig. 13.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 13. Examples of synthesized domains by
means of tile sets, a) W8/2-2, b) W16/2-2 and
c) W18/3-3.

5. Conclusion
The above presented approach and results show a few
limitations for reconstructing the micro-structure of
aluminum foam by the means of Wang tiles (Section 2)
and Automatic tile design (Section 2.3) .
Firstly, because of the manufacturing process and

the influence of gravity force the character of the alu-
minum micro-structure is progressively changing along
the direction of the gravity. As the H2 gas is released
in the molten mixture it tends to rise up and thus
larger pores are created at the surface while at the
bottom the foam density is much higher (Fig. 7). This
fluctuating layout cannot be achieved by the Wang
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tiles as the tiles are selected randomly (Section 2.1)
and the density of synthesized micro-structure is ap-
proximately equal in all directions.
Secondly, the Automatic tile design utilize the Im-

age quilting algorithm for creating the tiles samples
of the original micro-structure. This algorithm works
quite well for mono-disperse media [8] but for media
with high porosity like foams the quilting path search
sometimes hit the borders of the overlap and visible
errors like unclosed pores or completely unconnected
pieces may occur. This could be improved by uti-
lizing the max-flow or in other words min-cut [12]
graph cutting method and enhanced by additional
enrichments [13].
However, quite satisfying results can be obtained

(Fig. 13) when the modified CSHD algorithm and
patched, sufficiently large tiles with a relevant overlap
are used. Furthermore, the visually noticeable repeti-
tions can be decreased by means of larger sets with
more edge variety.
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